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The American Sign Language Sentence Reproduction Test (ASL-SRT) requires the precise
reproduction of a series of ASL sentences increasing in complexity and length. Error
analyses of such tasks provides insight into working memory and scaffolding processes.
Data was collected from three groups expected to differ in fluency: deaf children, deaf
adults and hearing adults, all users of ASL. Quantitative (correct/incorrect recall) and
qualitative error analyses were performed. Percent correct on the reproduction task
supports its sensitivity to fluency as test performance clearly differed across the three
groups studied. A linguistic analysis of errors further documented differing strategies
and bias across groups. Subjects’ recall projected the affordance and constraints of
deep linguistic representations to differing degrees, with subjects resorting to alternate
processing strategies when they failed to recall the sentence correctly. A qualitative
error analysis allows us to capture generalizations about the relationship between error
pattern and the cognitive scaffolding, which governs the sentence reproduction process.
Highly fluent signers and less-fluent signers share common chokepoints on particular
words in sentences. However, they diverge in heuristic strategy. Fluent signers, when
they make an error, tend to preserve semantic details while altering morpho-syntactic
domains. They produce syntactically correct sentences with equivalent meaning to the
to-be-reproduced one, but these are not verbatim reproductions of the original sentence.
In contrast, less-fluent signers tend to use a more linear strategy, preserving lexical
status and word ordering while omitting local inflections, and occasionally resorting to
visuo-motoric imitation. Thus, whereas fluent signers readily use top-down scaffolding in
their working memory, less fluent signers fail to do so. Implications for current models of
working memory across spoken and signed modalities are considered.
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INTRODUCTION
Current literature in psycholinguistics and cognitive science has
deepened our understanding of the nature of short term memory
(STM), but much work remains in the description and mod-
eling of working memory, particularly for understanding the
impact of modality on language processing. Working memory
is generally considered to be a scaffolding for cognitive func-
tions required to accomplish a task (Baddeley, 1995). However,
debate goes on as to whether the layers of linguistic process-
ing are modular or interactive (Fodor, 1983; Just and Carpenter,
1992) and whether STM is separable from working memory
(Baddeley and Hitch, 2007). Research into the nature of STM in
a signed language so far reveals that STM capacity for individ-
ual signs is not identical to the processes and capacity used in
the recall of spoken words (Boutla et al., 2004; Bavelier et al.,
2006). One may ask what this implies for the working mem-
ory of signers in processing sentences. One way to address this

question is to examine the way signers use working memory to
process and retain ASL sentences. To pursue this line of research,
we have examined ASL sentence reproduction, particularly the
effect of bottleneck conditions on this task. We hypothesized that
there are similar kinds of processes and constraints on work-
ing memory for processing ASL sentences and spoken sentences.
Furthermore, we hypothesized that during cognitive and lin-
guistic encoding and production, fluent signers make use of
linguistic scaffolding and parsing options that are not available
to signers with lower levels of competence. An error analysis of
signers across a range of fluency levels supports these hypothe-
ses, with generalizations from the data consistent with current
models of language processing, supporting processes of grammat-
ically constrained regeneration of conceptual content (Potter and
Lombardi, 1990) and showing the effects of effortful “explicit”
processing at the lexical level (Ronnberg et al., 2008) in less fluent
signers.
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Psycholinguistic investigations of both signed and spoken lan-
guage have shown that performance on many types of working
memory tasks interacts significantly with language fluency and
age of acquisition (Newport and Meier, 1985; Newport, 1990). In
a seminal study of ASL sentence shadowing and recall, Mayberry
and Fischer (1989) showed error patterns which point to differ-
ent types of processing by native and late learners of the language.
Native signers’ errors were predominantly lexical substitutions
that had a semantic relationship to the target sign and were unre-
lated to its phonological form. In contrast, later-learning signers’
errors were predominantly those with a formational or phonolog-
ical relationship to the target, but not to its meaning1. While sub-
jects from both groups made both types of errors, they produced
these errors in strikingly different proportions. Morford (2002)
has proposed that early language exposure enables automatic-
ity of phonological processing, one factor which may account
for the difference in relative proportion of error types. Thus, the
Mayberry and Fischer (1989) error pattern data can be framed
as an interaction between automatic linguistic processing and
conceptual regeneration for sentence shadowing. In these terms,
native signers make semantic errors consistent with automatic
processing, storing the content in conceptual terms, whereas late
learners and less fluent signers might be seen to make more super-
ficial errors because of their more limited abilities to process
through the phonology to achieve a deeper representation of the
sentence. In both the Mayberry and Fischer study and the study
reported on in this paper, the detailed examination of error pat-
terns in response to controlled target stimuli by groups of signers
differing in aspects of hearing status, age and signing background
reveals processing strategies and details which can illuminate our
understanding of models of working memory.

The methodology of our study on working memory differs
from Mayberry and Fischer’s (1989) shadowing task in sev-
eral ways. First, we ran subjects from a variety of linguistic
backgrounds and pooled subjects in specific population groups
to examine error distribution. Second, whereas Mayberry and
Fischer used short, easily remembered sentences, our stimuli
ranged from short, easily recalled sentences to longer and/or more
complex utterances. This difference in stimuli and task led to
a greater number and variety of error types for the American
Sign Language Sentence Reproduction Test (ASL-SRT) data. In
particular, while the Mayberry and Fischer data analyses catego-
rized only semantic and phonological substitution types, our data
analysis also included syntactic substitutions such as changes in
sign order and morphological alternations. This richness in turn

1A practical strategy in the absence of grammatical knowledge is revealed in
the responses of a small pilot group of deaf college students who grew up with-
out being exposed to sign language, learning ASL when entering college. Error
analysis of these subjects’ responses shows that they tend to use a strategy
in which they attempt to copy the visual/motoric parameters of the signing
stream. While this imitation may seem “correct” when the response resem-
bles the stimulus, it often results in unintelligible signing. This sort of error
has been noted in the literature. While Mayberry and Fischer (1989) did not
include a non-signing “novice” group in their reported experiments, they do
mention this sort of strategy among naive signers in a pilot group, calling it
“hand waving” and differentiating it from the strategy and performance of
even late-acquiring ASL signers.

has allowed us to provide a more detailed analysis of the vari-
ous constraints and processes at play during working memory for
linguistic materials, and contributes to the development of a pro-
cessing model that highlights a number of new and key features
in linguistic working memory.

The ASL-SRT assesses ASL language proficiency by asking sub-
jects to repeat verbatim a 20-item series of ASL sentences. Over
the course of the test, the sentences increase in length, number
of propositions, and morphological complexity (Hauser et al.,
2008). In the present study, we examined in more depth the data
of selected adult and young Deaf subjects from this study, as well
as incorporating data from an additional pool of hearing sub-
jects who also took this test, but whose data was not included in
Hauser et al. (2008). All subjects had deaf parents who used ASL
in the home. While all subjects were exposed to American Sign
Language in homes with Deaf parents, various other factors affect
their ASL proficiency at the time of testing. Within the sign lan-
guage community, there is variation in the age at which signers are
first exposed to ASL and in the input they receive to the language.
Moreover, there is also variation in fluency even among native
signers. Fluency increases with age (young children as compared
with older children and adults) and also varies according to the
extent of immersion and use of the language. For example, Deaf
native signers often differ from Hearing native signers in whether
ASL is their dominant language and how much they use the lan-
guage in daily life. As a result of such differences, signers may or
may not demonstrate fluency and a high level of proficiency in the
sign language to which they are exposed. Including both the Deaf
of Deaf Adults (DDA) (those raised by Deaf parents) and Deaf
of Deaf Youths (DDY) groups allows us to examine the effect of
age upon reproduction skills, while including the Hearing of Deaf
Adults (HDA) group allows us to contrast the performance of var-
iously fluent hearing signers with the Deaf groups while keeping
home language backgrounds constant. In this way, we avoided
confounding hearing status with L2 language issues. Interestingly,
we found little evidence of intrusion of English grammar in the
pool of 75 signers. One DDY added English features occasion-
ally. For example, he replaced the ASL sign HAVE-TO with an
English-based sequence of signs glossed as HAVE TO. The vari-
ation in fluency among the hearing offspring of Deaf parents is
similar to the range from highly fluent to semi-speaker in chil-
dren from minority or immigrant ethnic group families where
parents continue using their native language at home. Possible
factors affecting their fluency are the number of deaf siblings, if
any, and birth order of the HDA subject.

The reproduction accuracy of all signers was examined as well
as the nature of their response. All subjects took a previous ver-
sion of the test with 39-items, but we examined data only from
responses to the 20 test items included in the current version of
the test. The determining factors for eliminating test sentences
were the measured redundancy of some test items that showed
a similar level of complexity, and the potential for inconsistencies
from dialectal variation for particular items. The analysis of this
sample establishes the effectiveness of the reproduction task as a
tool for measuring fluency in a sign language, showing that the
test is indeed sensitive to the differences in linguistic structure of
signing among signers of varying ages and fluency. Furthermore,
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the analysis confirms that native signing raters can reliably dif-
ferentiate the accuracy of reproduction across groups whom we
would expect to differ in fluency with more technical linguistic
assessments of grammatical structure.

In this article, we first provide the definitive description of the
ASL-SRT. We then discuss the quantitative analyses performed
on the three groups of native signing subjects who took the test.
We also outline the method and results from qualitative analyses
of the ASL-SRT responses from this same pool of 75 partici-
pants. The data reveal that signers’ error types differ according
to individuals’ relative level of competence, as measured by their
reproduction accuracy. The stimuli and task are sensitive to
the subjects’ differing levels of exposure and use of ASL, with
performance analyses showing that signers varied in success in
reproducing a target form, even in a short, single-clause sen-
tences. Moreover, Deaf and Hearing signers who obtained higher
reproduction accuracy scores made different sorts of errors than
weak signers. Among less fluent signers, responses often include
ungrammatical sign forms and/or sentences. Furthermore, errors
are less predictable than those of more fluent signers as sentences
increase in complexity. In more fluent signers, complex sentence
targets trigger specific processing difficulties and predictable types
of errors. The escalating demands of the reproduction task also
result in clusters of various types of errors, which are useful
for teasing out processing at the interface between the layers of
processing and specific phrasal domains.

We developed the American Sign Language Sentence
Reproduction Task (ASL-SRT) with the goal of establishing a
standardized instrument that could be used across age and ability
level to assess proficiency and fluency of signers. In the responses
of subjects, we see differences in overall reproduction accuracy as
a reflection of signers’ various levels of sign language exposure,
use and resultant fluency. In addition, we see differences in
the types of errors made by signers of different fluency levels
and backgrounds. From the perspective of a cognitive scientist,
the precisely controlled data from the ASL-SRT provide an
opportunity to examine the way signers use working memory to
process and reproduce sentences.

The error patterns across variably fluent groups have impli-
cations for current models of working memory across spoken
and signed modalities. That is, the conventional model of serial
processing for non-sentence material can be replaced by a hier-
archical model for working memory with parallel processing
capabilities, a top-down scaffolding mechanism that assists sen-
tence reproduction. The error analyses presented here portray a
psychologically real representation of this model via performance
generalizations. In turn, this model accounts for how the cog-
nitive system executes heuristic operations across domains and
levels in both a serial and parallel fashion, thus making it possible
to explain clusters of multiple errors in the ASL-SRT task.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
THE AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE SENTENCE REPRODUCTION TASK
(ASL-SRT)
The ASL-SRT was developed for sign language by adapting
the approach used in the spoken-language Test of Adolescent
Language 3 (TOAL3), Speaking/Grammar subtest (Hammill

et al., 1994). Like the TOAL3, this test presents sentences in grad-
ually increasing complexity and asks the subject to repeat the
sentence exactly. The 202 test items are graduated in difficulty,
increasing in length of sentence, complexity of morphology, and
number of propositions; Table 1 lists word span, syntactic com-
plexity, and content for each item. The first 10 test items are single
clause sentences with a variety of argument-predicate relations,
as shown in the top half of Table 1. In contrast, Items 11–20
contain multiple clauses with various types of relations among
constituents.

The test is administered on a laptop computer. Subjects view
a video of a woman who serves as both an instructor and a
model producing the set of practice and test sentence items. She
instructs subjects to copy the model’s exact signing, stressing the
need for verbatim response. This instruction is followed by three
practice sentences with subjects responding. In the review of the
practice items, the instructor compares two versions of the signs
YESTERDAY and DARK for which she used one version in the
practice session and presents the common alternate form, show-
ing movement and handshape variants and instructing subjects
to copy the exact parameters used by the signing model for each
sentence. The test session follows and is self-paced without a time
limit for response: subjects view each sentence only once, but
they then have unlimited time to make their response. Thus, sub-
jects may self-correct or repeat a response before moving on the
next sentence by pressing a key. On average, it takes a subject 10
minutes to complete the test.

The responses were video-recorded and the rating took place
later. In the case of repeated responses, raters were instructed
to use the last response for rating purposes. In the absence of
any response before moving on the next sentence, raters were
instructed to mark the sentence item as a failure. On average, a
complete rating of a subject’s 20-response set takes 20 minutes.

RATER TRAINING
One compelling reason for pursuing this method for measur-
ing ASL proficiency is that the test is easy to administer and can
be scored with robust inter- and intra-rater reliability by native
signers, even those without a linguistics background, following
minimal training. Both rater training and scoring takes place with
raters blind to the hearing status of the subjects. The training
materials consist of a DVD, which includes training and practice
videos in ASL, and downloadable rating sheets, scoring symbol
keys and guidelines for the scoring of test sentences. Raters com-
plete blind practice with sample training subjects drawn from a
wide range of signing fluency, from novice to highly fluent. This
enables them to develop metalinguistic skills for assessing a range
of performance levels and familiarizes them with acceptable and
unacceptable variation in sentence reproduction. It is not clear

2In Hauser et al. (2008) we described the development of a 39-item version
of the ASL-SRT as well as its initial administration to populations with var-
ied ASL backgrounds and skills. Initial administration of the test established
the validity of the reproduction task as a tool for measuring fluency in a sign
language, showing that the test does indeed discriminate among signers of
varying ages and fluency. The current discussion focuses on a 20-item subset
of the original 39 sentences. This subset of sentences comprises the second
refined version of the ASL-SRT.
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Table 1 | Word span and syntactic complexity of ASL-SRT items, with sentence content and inflections.

Item Word span Syntactic complexity Sentence content and inflections

1 5 Transitive predication INDEX-first FINISH BUY OLD HOUSE

2 3 Adjectival predication THAT-i TREE TALL

3 4 Transitive predication INDEX-i FINISH FIND KEY

4 6 Adjectival predication MY LAST VACATION SEVEN YEARS AGO

5 4 Adjectival predication THAT MAN NICE SWEET

6 4 Transitive predication INDEX-i NOT LIKE INDEX-j

7 4 Adjectival predication SUNDAY NEWSPAPER TEND CL: thickness-on-surface

8 4 Adjectival predication MY DAUGHTER SELF-i AGE-THREE

9 4 Intransitive action MY DOG CONTINUE+rep BARK

10 4 Adjectival predication WOMAN SELF-i COMPETENT MATH

11 7 Copular object NP, adjectival predication WASHINGTON #DC HAVE MANY GOVERNMENT BUILDING, CL: huge-
object-alternating-ijk

12 4 Adverbial predication, intransitive action INDEX-first DRIVE FIVE-HOUR, ARRIVE WORN-OUT

13 7 Conditional clause with transitive predication,
consequence clause with adverbial predication

IF INDEX-i NOT BELIEVE INDEX-self, THAT FINE

14 4 Conjunction of intransitive action and locative
predication

MOTORCYCLE CL: vehicle-slide-off-ground, HIT TREE

15 6 Locative predication, Transitive predication,
Locative predication

WOMAN RIDE-horse HORSE, SEE-i FENCE, CL:jump-over-fence-i

16 6 Locative predication, intransitive action THREE-OF-US GO-i-rep GRANDMOTHER HOUSE, HELP CLEAN-UP-arc-i

17 6 Locomotion, Locative predication, POV
predication

INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: trees-go-by

18 7 Transitive predication, Object complement,
adjectival predication

#DAVID GO WATCH-i MAN LECTURE, CL: in-back-of-audience FULL

19 9 Transitive predication, transitive predication SCIENCE TEACHER DISTRIBUTE TEST, INDEX-arc STUDENT HAVE-TO
NAME+rep-on-list STAR

20 7 Locative predication, transitive predication ONE LITTLE GIRL GO OUT, FLOWER CL: pick-up/ put-in-basket+rep-arc

whether non-native signers can be trained to achieve high accu-
racy in rating; we have focused on using native signers for this
role, since it may be difficult for non-native signers to notice some
of the errors that they might well make themselves.

This rater-training protocol provides an introduction to the
overall accurate reproduction aim of the ASL-SRT and to the
two aspects of rating: scoring each item as correctly or incor-
rectly reproduced, and noting the type of error in the case of
incorrect reproduction at various levels. Raters also are intro-
duced to the internal structure of the test, with sentences arranged
in increasing levels of length and complexity. The rater-training
tutorial proceeds through the following process: raters first build
skills and familiarity with judging reproduction accuracy with the
basic test sentences 1–10. They then proceed on to accuracy and
error type notation for the more complex sentences 11–15 and
16–20, following a mid-point review of their skills with additional
instruction. In general, the rater training takes about 3 days to
complete.

SUBJECT POOL
For the analysis described here, subjects were recruited from
deaf college programs and from summer camp programs for
deaf children and hearing children with deaf parents. The sub-
ject pool was comprised of signers from three groups: Native

Deaf adult signers (DDA), ages 15–30 (N = 25); native Deaf
young signers (DDY) ages 10–14 (N = 25); and native Hearing
adult signers (HDA), often known as Children of Deaf Adults, or
CODAs, ages 15–30 (N = 25). The protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Boards of the University of Rochester and the
Rochester Institute of Technology, and all subjects gave informed
consent.

RESULTS
Seventy-five participants took the ASL-SRT and five trained raters
rated the participants’ sign reproductions independently. The
inter-rater reliability was high and correlation coefficients ranged
from 0.86 to 0.92.

For each participant, ASL-SRT performance was indexed by
two different measures. First, reproduction was scored as cor-
rect or incorrect based on an all-or-none scheme whereby any
error in reproduction would lead to a zero score. Second, more
detailed analyses were carried out classifying errors by type and
recording the frequency of each type of error within and between
participant groups.

OVERALL RESPONSE ACCURACY ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows the number of subjects in the 75-subject pool who
accurately reproduced each of the test’s 20 sentences. The slope
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indicates an overall increasing difficulty in sentence reproduction,
reflecting the increasing complexity of ASL grammatical structure
from sentence 1 to 20.

The overall trend for each group for performance across the
20 sentences is shown in Figure 2. Grouping the subjects by
similar home backgrounds but differing age and hearing status
can ultimately help us to tease out which experiential factors
may be responsible for the various fluency levels shown by the
subjects.

An ANOVA was conducted with Group (DDA, DDY, HDA) as
the between group factor and number of correct sentences repro-
duced as the dependent variable. A significant group difference
was found, F(2, 72) = 16.001, p < 0.001; partial eta squared =
0.308. Post-hoc analyses revealed no significant difference between
the two deaf groups, DDA (M = 14.7; SD = 2.8) and DDY (M =
13.7; SD = 3.2). However, young and adult deaf signers were
able to reproduce more ASL-SRT sentences than HDA (M = 9.4;
SD = 4.3).

ERROR TYPE ANALYSES
The remaining analyses in this paper are based on the error rat-
ings of the first author of this article who served as a rater for this
75-subject pool and the rating trainer. The analysis of sentence
reproduction failures by the 75 subjects provides useful informa-
tion on the trends for particular error types along the 20-sentence
range of incremental complexity. For each incorrect reproduction
response, the first three errors identified in the sequence of signs
for each sentence were collected for quantitative analyses here (See
Table 2).

Analysis of the first 3 errors as a methodological protocol cap-
tured the vast majority of errors and was well within and often

FIGURE 1 | Histogram of participants with correct reproduction for

each of the 20 sentences in the ASL-SRT task (N = 75 subjects).

beyond the average number of errors that signers made in a single
sentence. At any given word location within a sentence, multiple
errors were noted as well. The complete range of error types is
explained and exemplified in Table 3.

The reproduction error types listed in Table 3 do not include
linguistic deviations reflecting factors such as dialect, age-related
experiential differences, and permissible phonological variations
in ASL. Rater tolerance to variation was resolved with tutorials
where raters were exposed to 10 models including a mixture of
novice, semi-fluent, and fluent signers. Rather, error types were
incorrect reproductions and not merely pronunciation or accent
differences.

In lexical and morpho-phonemic substitutions and morpho-
logical merging errors, subjects substituted a different sign than
the one in the stimulus model in a given sentence location. Such
data allow us to flesh out and further subdivide the notion of
“semantic error” as described in Mayberry and Fischer (1989). In
lexical and syntactic errors, we see a further distinction between
errors preserving semantic content at the lexical level (synonyms)
vs. errors preserving semantic content through grammatical alter-
nations, affecting the morpho-syntactic structure of the entire
sentence. In cases of multiple alternations or commissions in a
given sentence location, each deviation is counted as a separate
error.

In the next section we turn to the main factor affecting repro-
duction success and error type: the relative fluency of the signer.
To begin, Figure 3 shows the number of occurrences of six sep-
arate error types in the pooled 75-subject response data for 20
sentences. Each of the first 3 errors was included in the count,

FIGURE 2 | Number of participants per group (maximum N = 25) with

correct sentence reproduction as a function of sentence complexity

ordered from easiest (sentence 1) to hardest (sentence 20).

Table 2 | Distribution of errors across 1500 responses.

Subject group # test items Successful reproduction Failure With 1 error With 2 errors With 3 errors or more

DDA (n = 25) 500 361 139 77 34 28

DDY (n = 25) 500 348 152 74 49 29

HDA (n = 25) 500 247 253 121 80 52

N = 75 1500 956 544 272 163 109
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Table 3 | Classification of reproduction errors.

Error type and description Example

OMISSION AS ONE TYPE OF ERROR

Target sign is omitted Stimulus: MOTORCYLE CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE
Response: MOTORCYCLE HIT TREE

MORPHOLOGICAL TYPE OF ERROR

Bound inflectional morphology is replaced, resulting in simplified
sign (morphological omission)

Stimulus: MY DOG CONTINUE+ + + BARK
Response: MY DOG CONTINUE BARK (no reduplication for continuous aspect)

Re-interpretation of classifier structure such that response has
similar form but different meaning

Stimulus: INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: trees-go-by
Response: INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: wind-in-air

Merge two signs into one form Stimulus: MOTORCYLE CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE
Response: MOTORCYCLE CL: vehicle-spin CL: vehicle-hit-tree

LEXICAL TYPE OF ERROR

The target sign is replaced by a different lexical form (lexical
substitution)

Stimulus: MOTORCYCLE CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE
Response: MAN CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE

Sign not present in the stimulus item is added (lexical commission) Stimulus: MOTORCYCLE CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE
Response: MOTORCYCLE CL: vehicle-spin HIT TREE CL: person-fall-from-vehicle

PHONOLOGICAL TYPE OF ERROR

Response sign is misarticulated in form, thus recognized as different
from the target sign (misarticulation)

Stimulus: MOTORCYCLE SPIN(base hand palm-down) HIT TREE
Subject Error: MOTORCYCLE SPIN(base hand palm-up) HIT TREE

Sign is replaced with one that was morphologically/lexically related
(morpho-phonemic substitution)

Stimulus: MY DOG CONTINUE+ + + BARK
Response: MY DOG CONTINUE+ + + BITE

SYNTACTIC TYPE OF ERROR

Sequence of signs is reordered (word displacement) Stimulus: INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: trees-go-by
Response: INDEX-first LIKE GO CL: trees-go-by BIKE PATH

A sign is repeated at a different location in the sentence Stimulus: INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: trees-go-by
Response: INDEX-first LIKE GO BIKE PATH CL: trees-go-by BIKE

OTHER RESPONSE ERROR TYPES

Rough approximation of form and movement of target sign
(visuo-motoric mimicry)

Overall response has a meaningless non-sign approximating the phonology of the
target sign at a particular sentence location

Miscomprehension:
Response indicates that subject does not understand concepts in
stimulus

Stimulus: MOTORCYCLE SPIN HIT TREE
Response: MOTORCYCLE RIDE SEE TREE

FIGURE 3 | Incidence and relative proportions of error types across 75

subjects.

including duplicate types of errors within a particular subject
response.

Word omission is the most frequently occurring type of error,
with a higher incidence than the remaining error types: morpho-
logical, syntactic, lexical, and phonological. There is no statisti-
cally significant difference among the latter four error types in
overall frequency of occurrence.

Error types as a function of hearing status and age
Our next step is to examine error patterns in the reproduction
responses of signers as a function of their hearing status and age.
Errors in signed responses are categorized by type and the propor-
tion of each error type across the three groups in the subject pool
is tallied. Figure 4 shows the striking distinction in error type dis-
tributions across the three groups. Between the HDA group and
the other two groups, there is a contrast in the most prevalent
types of error, in that these hearing signers make more morpho-
logical, lexical and phonological errors than the two groups of
deaf signers, whereas omissions and syntactic errors are compa-
rable across all three groups. This seems to indicate distinctive
differences in the respective groups’ strategies for performing the
task.

A multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to
determine if there were differences in the frequency of error types
(Omit, Morphology, Lexical, Phonological, Syntax) between three
groups of native ASL participants (Deaf adults, Deaf youth,
Hearing adults). Significant group differences were found for
Morphological errors [F(2, 72) = 28.11, p < 0.001, eta squared =
0.44], Lexical errors [F(2, 72) = 12.70, p < 0.001, Partial eta
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FIGURE 4 | Incidence and relative proportion of error types by hearing

status and age.

squared = 0.26], and Phonological errors [F(2, 72) = 11.11, p <

0.001, Partial eta squared = 0.24]. There were no significant
group differences for Omission or Syntactic errors. Post-hoc
analyses with Bonferroni corrections revealed that Deaf adults
and youth made fewer Morphological, Lexical and Phonological
errors than Hearing adults. All were at p < 0.001 with the excep-
tion that the level of significance between Deaf youth and Hearing
adults for Phonological errors was at p < 0.01. Deaf adults and
youth had the same pattern of occurrence of errors across error
types.

However, this is not the whole story. To understand the role
and nature of cognitive mechanisms across levels of fluency, we
re-grouped the subjects into high, moderate and low fluency
groups. Then we investigated the strategies for the task within and
across these groups as revealed by an in-depth error analysis. The
results of this analysis are set out in the sections below.

Error types as a function of fluency
The 75 subjects were ranked based on their ASL-SRT performance
as judged by the accuracy scores, and subjects with the top 25
highest correct reproductions were grouped as High (10 DDAs,
13 DDYs, 2 HDAs), the middle 25 as Moderate (11 DDAs, 6 DDYs,
8 HDAs), and the bottom 25 as Low (4 DDAs, 6 DDYs, 15 HDAs).
The purpose of this re-grouping was to examine and describe the
type of errors made by individuals of different levels of fluency
across hearing status and age. In the figure below, we compare
and contrast the error patterns of subjects who performed in
the High (20–15 correct reproductions), Moderate (15–12 correct
reproductions), or Low (12–2 correct reproductions) range.

Figure 5 below shows how the relative proportion of error
types interacts with subject fluency, producing differing propor-
tions of error types for signers at the high, moderate and low levels
of ASL fluency.

A multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to
determine if there were differences in the error types (Omission,
Morphological, Lexical, Phonological, Syntactic) as a function of
sign fluency (High, Moderate, Low). Significant fluency differ-
ences were found for all error types: Omission errors, F(2, 72) =
25.72, p < 0.001, Partial eta squared = 0.42; Morphological
errors, F(2, 72) = 19.79, p < 0.001, eta squared = 0.36; Syntactic
errors, F(2, 72) = 3.23, p < 0.01, eta squared = 0.08; Lexical

FIGURE 5 | Incidence and proportion of error type by fluency level.

errors, F(2, 72) = 20.83, p < 0.001, Partial eta squared = 0.26;
and Phonological errors, F(2, 72) = 14.83, p < 0.001, Partial eta
squared = 0.30.

Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni corrections revealed that
the Low fluency group made more Omission errors (p < 0.01)
and Syntactic errors (p < 0.05) than the High fluency group.
In addition, the Low fluency group made significantly more
Phonological errors than both the Moderate (p < 0.01) and the
High (p < 0.001) fluency groups. The Low and Moderate fluency
groups made significantly more Morphological and Lexical errors
(both p < 0.001) than the High fluency group but did not differ
from each other.

DIFFERENTIATING THE ERROR PATTERNS OF FLUENCY GROUPS
Our qualitative investigation of errors reveals that the overall
structure of reproductions by fluent native signers under extreme
task demand, while not perfectly correct, is nonetheless consis-
tently well-formed, regardless of whether the signer is deaf or
hearing. In contrast, among less fluent signers there is an increase
in ungrammatical responses, with some target words omitted
or replaced with unintelligible forms. This trend increases as
the length and morpho-syntactic complexity of the sentences
increase.

Even the first half of the ASL-SRT, made up of 10 sentences
averaging four words long, led to reproduction failures among
semi-fluent subjects. Although there was no increased length in
words across these sentences, respondents experienced increasing
difficulty due to the increase in morphological complexity. This is
due to the fact that there are two types of stimulus items in the first
half of the ASL-SRT. While all consist of a single clause, the first
five test sentences contain only bare, uninflected lexemes, while
the second five sentences have inflectional morphemes affixed to
some of the lexical items. Some are aspectual inflections; others
are nominal class markers (classifier morphemes). This difference
produces an increase in the potential for bottleneck conditions
through even the first half of the ASL-SRT.

The determination of what causes the complexity of reproduc-
tion in the second half of the ASL-SRT test is less straightforward.
In the construction of the test, the items were ordered empirically,
based on how accurately subjects responded. For these most com-
plex 10 sentences, verbatim serial memory obviously becomes
more challenging as the sentence becomes longer. While these
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items do involve multiple clauses, it is not clear what precise fea-
tures of structural complexity contribute to the psycholinguistic
complexity of the reproductions.

With this perspective on such cognitive bottlenecks, we would
expect to see a boost in performance accuracy if the subject had
an opportunity for rehearsal using a variety of heuristics to repro-
duce the individual word components or the overall sign sequence
of a test sentence. There is, however, no opportunity for rehearsal
in the ASL-SRT. The subject only has one chance to see the test
sentence and must work through potential bottlenecks in process-
ing to reproduce even very complex, lengthy sentences with only
the resources on hand.

In a sense, our data support a straightforward insight: we
would not expect semi-fluent signers to be able to use non-linear
scaffolding in their working memory in the way that fluent sign-
ers can. Whatever kind of working memory semi-fluent subjects
have will determine the quality of their performance on the ASL-
SRT task. Within this group, potential misarticulations might be
replaced with unintelligible forms whenever subjects are over-
whelmed by the task. In this context, lexical misarticulation by
fluent signers will often include replacement of particular fea-
tures. In contrast, we would expect an unintelligible form by a
non-signer to be articulated with no constraints on the linear
segmentation or inflectional prosody. In the case of a relative
lack of knowledge of sign language phonology and morphology,
visuo-motoric imagery may be a useful ad-hoc solution when
attempting to process and imitate a string of linguistic word forms
presented in sign language.

In this sense, the ASL-SRT task is significantly different from
list recall. In a list recall task, subjects’ reproductions are limited
by the number of words in the list and by classic phenomena such
as primacy and recency. As in spoken languages, once an individ-
ual word has a particular function in relation to other words in
the sentential sequence, this affects how this word is encoded and
then reproduced. In short, then, a mechanism other than serial
word-list memory is required to explain the error patterns which
we find across our subjects.

Here, we may draw on recent research on sentence repro-
duction processing. A distinction in error types revealing auto-
matic vs. effortful processing has been modeled by Ronnberg
et al. (2008) as implicit vs. explicit processing. This psycholin-
guistic model of online processing and remembering highlights
the efficiency of implicit processing. In related literature, Potter
and Lombardi (1990) have suggested a model of verbatim recall
by native, fluent language users which relies on conceptual
storage and regeneration of language structure in memory. In
their model, verbatim recall of sentences relies on recent lexical
activation.

RESULTS OF ERROR ANALYSES
Fluent Deaf and Hearing signers obtained higher reproduction
accuracy scores and made different sorts of errors than weak
signers. The reproductions of highly-fluent subjects among the
DDA, DDY and HDA groups often differed from the stimulus in
lexical ways, while retaining and faithfully repeating underlying
aspectual and other sub-lexical morphology. In contrast, weaker
signers committed a greater number of morphological errors and

omissions. Another distinctive profile among weak signers is that
the number of well-formed words they produce (no matter if
correct or not) remains constant throughout the test segments
(which increase in complexity), revealing a specific cognitive lim-
itation where grammatical knowledge is lacking. Also, any adult
or child signer could potentially exploit visual and motoric imi-
tation to overcome lexical and morphological limits, and this can
lead to a superficial illusion of comprehensible signing. However,
while we see such misarticulations among native signers across
the range of fluency, these vary in their degree of grammat-
icality, with some showing a high formal resemblance to the
target and others clearly non-signs. In this sense, the data reveal
that signers’ error types group according to individuals’ rela-
tive level of competence and knowledge of ASL grammar. Thus,
we would claim that the structure of the subjects’ responses
projects the affordance and constraints of deep linguistic repre-
sentations to differing degrees, and subjects resort to alternate
processing strategies in the absence of such knowledge or under
conditions of high task demand. We will lay out observational
generalizations highlighting these points and then provide inter-
pretation of the data in support of the theoretical models cited
above.

GENERALIZATION 1: TENDENCY TOWARD SIMPLIFICATION FOR
PARTICULAR WORD CLASSES
The ASL-SRT task requires the subject to reproduce peripheral
details along with main propositions. Occasionally a subject will
eliminate peripheral details, especially determiners and qualifiers,
when reproducing a target sentence. For example, the DET class
in the subject NP position throughout the test is a construction
prone to error. This is consistent both within and across subjects.

For certain word types, there are also constraints on the types
of replacement errors produced, which tend to stay within the tar-
get class. For example, replacements for determiners stay within
the class of determiners. The test items involve two different
types of DET, but common replacements for both are the more
generic INDEX or the target DET item without its spatial agree-
ment inflection (indicated by ‘i’). Item #2 contains THATi (THAT
with a spatial agreement inflection); items #8 and #10 contain
SELF+locus-i (self with a spatial agreement inflection). In all of
these cases, the target item is replaced by a less-marked DET of
the same kind. It is rare that a more highly-marked or inflected
DET form replaces a less-marked or uninflected form.

It appears that the surrounding context of a particular word
can trigger a process that results in omitting or replacing a word or
particle morpheme. This happens more often in the second half
of the ASL-SRT (Items #11–20), where there are more signs to be
reproduced and greater linguistic complexity of the sentences. As
we will see in other examples, it appears that the sentence struc-
ture and task create a possible chain of errors in which the subject
mistakenly encodes (or fails to encode) a definite or specified
NP construction, thus taking a wrong turn in the processing of
the sentence. Incomplete interpretation of the sentence can create
such missteps in processing regarding a particular noun argument
or its relation to other noun arguments, and the interdependence
of grammatical operations can then lead to additional errors in
the sentence.
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GENERALIZATION 2: INTERDEPENDENCE OF MORPHO-SYNTACTIC
ERRORS
Other reproductions of items containing DETs show that the
position of the DET/specifier may shift, the DET may be omitted,
or the DET may be copied to the beginning or end of the deter-
miner phrase or of the entire clause. This can be seen in the repro-
ductions of Sentence #20, where the determiner ONE appears
beside the adjective LITTLE and the noun GIRL: ONE LITTLE
GIRL. Two subject responses are: Target: ONE LITTLE GIRL
vs. Response: GIRL LITTLE ONE or GIRL LITTLE. In the first
response, the word order deviation can be viewed as a pragmatic
variant, since bracketing of a phrase by a repeated determiner
is a common ASL device for focus or emphasis; and prenomi-
nal adjectives are more frequently displaced after the noun rather
than to any other position in the sentence. Alternatively, perhaps
the subject initially omitted DET and ADJ by mistake and then
filled in the omitted material afterwards. But in either case, the
displacement is constrained, with the DET omitted or displaced
to a position after the clause.

Omission of DET occurs most often among the subjects we
tested and thus appears to be a common response to serial mem-
ory limitations during the reproduction task. In contrast, omis-
sion or misplacement of the head noun GIRL is rare, presumably
due to its syntactic salience and to the fact that the adjacent words
ONE and LITTLE depend on its appearance. Overall there is a
hierarchical relationship among these three words, with their role
in the phrase determining the likelihood of their appearance and
position in responses. These data support a constraint-based the-
ory of reproduction performance. Other classes of words (modals,
qualifiers or quantifiers) follow a similar pattern.

GENERALIZATION 3: PROCESSING CHOKEPOINTS
In our analysis of sentence responses, we also identified specific
intra-sentential locations where errors were likely to occur across
all groups. We call these locations chokepoints: sentence loca-
tions where processing bottlenecks occur, as indicated by a high
frequency of reproduction errors at that point in the sentence.
However, the type and extent of errors in and beyond this point
in the sentence were likely to be quite varied. The type of error
resulting from a particular chokepoint depends on two factors:

(1) the general fluency of the signer, and (2) lexico-morpho-
syntactic complexity of a particular word in a sentence. The latter
factor can induce a series of bottlenecks for a particular sentence
item. Beyond this slot in the sentence, additional error types and
number tend to cluster for signers, suggesting a non-linear hier-
archy of grammatical domains constraining reproduction in these
challenging conditions. The effects on a particular word can come
from its visual, semantic or syntactic resemblances with differ-
ent words in the lexicon or from its long-distance grammatical
relations with other words in the sentence.

These chokepoints are not limited to a single grammatical
domain. Earlier we illustrated the errors occurring within the
grammatical domain of Determiner, for sentence items #2, #8,
#10, and #20. In contrast, the errors for Sentence Item #4 as shown
in Table 4 occur at several chokepoints where time and number
signs occur.

The error distribution in Table 4 shows an overall pattern like
that for the adjective LAST as one primary chokepoint in the
sentence. This slot in the sentence shows a greater number of
errors occurring in comparison to the other items in the sen-
tence. In terms of the subjects’ thinking, the second word LAST
may be confused with AGO; or some subjects may have only the
sign AGO for expressing the meaning LAST. Such errors vali-
date the concept of a sentence framework in which sentence slots
that occur in a common linguistic frame may allow a swapping
of words with a similar function or “spread” of the same word
to a slot with a similar function. In these cases, we see the phe-
nomenon detailed in Potter and Lombardi (1990), where a given
conceptual content triggers a particular syntactic frame to be
regenerated without verbatim recall.

Another chokepoint in this sentence is the numeral sign
SEVEN. Subjects may misperceive how many fingers are
extended, often replacing 7 with the numeral 3. Nevertheless,
the replacement is still a numeral, a fact which demonstrates
the constraints that their grammatical knowledge places upon
their errors. Also in connection with this slot in the sentence,
some subjects overgeneralize an ASL rule which allows for incor-
porating a numeral handshape into the following sign AGO,
generally up to the number 5. Spreading the handshape for the
numeral 7 throughout the following sign, YEARS-AGO, violates

Table 4 | Frequency and type of error made for sentence item 4.

Rank Group MY LAST VACATION SEVEN YEAR AGO

ONE ERROR

19 DDY Insert AGO (syntactic)

48 DDY Replace w/3 (phonological)

65 HDA Replace w/AGO (lexical)

71 HDA Replace w/AGO (lexical)

73 HDA Merge 7-YEAR (morphological)

TWO ERRORS

38 HDA Replace w/AGO (lexical) Replace w/CLASS (lexical)

68 DDY Replace w/AGO (lexical) Replace w/3 (phonological)

THREE ERRORS

55 HDA Omit Replace w/AGO (lexical) Omit

75 HDA Omit Omit Omit
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this combinatorial constraint, yet at the same time reveals greater
knowledge of ASL structure.

In response to this sentence and in contrast to the types of
errors above, some subjects produced a series of unintelligible
forms. In some cases they placed their hand on their shoulder,
thus indicating they noticed the articulation of the AGO seg-
ment. However, their choice of handshape was wrong, resulting
in a non-sign. One young native signer misarticulated this sign by
placing his hand on the opposite shoulder.

GENERALIZATION 4: CO-DEPENDENCE AMONG GRAMMATICAL
OPERATIONS REVEALED IN A RANGE OF SURFACE OUTCOMES
We now turn to examples of error patterns illustrating the inter-
dependence of multiple processing strategies in the various gram-
matical domains of ASL. The sample analyses of responses here
reveal the interdependent relation between misarticulation, omis-
sion and displacement made by subjects around chokepoints
within individual sentence items. In ASL, assimilation across
morphemic segments can result in a complex non-concatenative
form. However, the fluent signer may cognitively parse these as
separate morphemes during encoding of the stimulus sentence.
This grammatical knowledge may then result in specific sorts of
errors. Moreover, the resulting omission of a word may impact
the well-formedness of the overall sentence response. However,
the option for omitting a word is constrained by the grammar.

As described earlier, our analyses reveal a correlation between
the grammaticality of the overall response and the fluency of
the subject. The more accurate the subject was in performing
the whole task, the more likely an omission is to be triggered
by a grammatical operation generating an acceptable alternate
sentence form. Sentence Item 6 is an example with a morpho-
syntactic condition, which may trigger such top-down processing
errors. In the target sentence, the negator NOT is separate from
the verb LIKE. Subjects often merge NOT LIKE, preferring the
alternate ASL contracted form. Some even produce double nega-
tion, in which they produce both the sequential NOT LIKE and
the contracted form in the same sentence, a violation of the rule
of negation in ASL.

One explanation of such errors is the independence of the
negator in the modal domain vs. in its bound form in the
verb-internal domain. A subject can fail to coordinate the two
domains when functioning under bottleneck-inducing condi-
tions. Furthermore the negative contracted verb may be encoded
as a single lexeme and thus reproduced independently of other
linguistic forms. This can lead to the redundant outcome.

At other times, the range of morphosyntactic commission
choices mirrors the range of possible word replacements although
certain replacements may be triggered by semantic and syntac-
tic motivating factors, either within the local phrase structure
or across multiple phrases. In contrast to the chokepoints in
Sentence #4, which involve the grammatical domains of time
and number, the errors in Sentence #7 as shown in Table 5
involve chokepoints which relate to linking/copular verbs and
size-and-shape specifying classifier predicates.

Such output may still show effects seen in STM, such as pri-
macy or recency effects. Also among semi-fluent signers, we have
found a larger proportion of visuo-motorically driven formation

along with some linguistic fragments from ASL phonology. This
shows that even a weak exposure and fluency level in ASL results
in performance constraints of a grammatical nature rather than
pure visual perception or imagery.

GENERALIZATION 5: REVEALING RELATIVE GRAMMATICAL
PROFICIENCY VIA A LEFT-TO-RIGHT CHAIN OF ERRORS
The rigorously-controlled ASL-SRT protocol helps to reveal
behavioral patterns in the manual-visual modality among those
who have had minimal opportunity for learning or experience to
acquire genuine and complete linguistic encoding. Error trends
among semi-fluent subjects suggest a kind of scaffolding mecha-
nism that relies more on episodic memory, a type of memory that
encodes experiences that are rich with temporal, visuo-spatial,
and emotional information. As a result, when they respond to
complex test items in the second half of the ASL-SRT, they often
reproduce only 3–4 actual words and resort to unintelligible
formation or omission for the rest of the items in the target
sentence.

Even so, this behavior is still constrained by grammar. Some
semi-fluent signers produced unintelligible attempts or omission
of less familiar words throughout the sentence and reproduced
familiar words accurately while maintaining the overall word
order. Other subjects started recalling the sequence of familiar
words in a row, as if they were maintaining the order of their
appearance in the test stimulus. For the remainder of the sentence,
they ended their response with unintelligible forms.

It is essential to note that in all but the least-fluent sign-
ers, alternative options for sentence reproduction are constrained
by grammatical boundaries for binding linguistic elements. The
distance for displacement of a given word in a sentence, for
example, is the result of a series of serial and parallel processing
decisions. Such a “chain-reaction” phenomenon for reproduc-
tion is constrained by clause-internal restructuring as well as by
the extent of the bottleneck and the increasingly severe types of
errors it induces, such as the descent from local misarticulation
into phrasal unintelligibility. Such interfaces are more complex in
the test items involving multiple clauses. The error examples in
Figures 6–8 below are extracted from responses which are typ-
ical across all but the least-fluent signing subjects. The errors
can show up in a variety of sentence response contexts, from
a single isolated error to a series of related errors triggered by
choices in sentence recomposition. As an example, the errors
among adjacent words in Sentence Item #15, pictured in Figure 6,
reveal several kinds of cascading interactions among the multiple
operations for constructing poly-componential predicates in ASL.

In this response error, the signer bracketed the noun FENCE
with the verb JUMP, once in a plain form and once with a locative
form of the verb. In this case, the subject was able to merge the
nominal class marker into the last verb as well, thus apparently
introducing a serial verb construction (Fischer and Janis, 1990;
Supalla, 1990). In other examples, the last verb is missing.

When adjacent words are merged in prosodic assimilation,
we might assume the non-linear coalescence will reduce cog-
nitive load, thus helping with the on-line processing of the
sentence (Liddell and Johnson, 1989; Brentari, 1998; Sandler
and Lillo-Martin, 2006). We often see such natural spreading
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Table 5 | Frequency and type of error made for sentence item 7.

Rank Group SUNDAY NEWSPAPER TEND CL: thickness-on-surface

ONE ERROR

42 DDA Replace primary CL (morphological)
48 HDA Replace second CL (morphological)
52 DDA Replace w/SENSITIVE

(lexical)
56 DDY Omit
59 HDA Misarticulate w/CHURCH (phonological)
61 DDY Replace second CL (morphological)
62 DDA Omit
66 HDA Replace w/SOMETHING

(lexical)
TWO ERRORS

58 HDA Replace
w/PAPER
(lexical)

Replace primary CL (morphological)

69 HDA Omit Omit
70 HDA Replace w/CHURCH (lexical)
71 HDA Omit Omit second CL (morphological)
72 HDA Omit Omit
74 HDA Replace w/SENSITIVE

(lexical)
Replace w/CHURCH (lexical)

75 HDA Replace w/LIKE (lexical) Replace w/CHURCH (lexical)
57 HDA Replace w/SENSITIVE

(lexical)
Replace primary CL (morphological)
omit second CL (morphological)

68 DDY Replace
w/SATURDAY
(lexical)

Replace w/NOW (lexical) Misarticulate w/CHURCH (phonological)

THREE ERRORS

73 HDA Insert INDEX (syntactic)
replace w/PREFER (lexical)

Omit second CL (morphological)

FIGURE 6 | Example of error made for sentence item 15.

of, for example, Weak Hand features to adjacent words. This is
seen, however, only in specific morpho-syntactic contexts for flu-
ent signers. For example, Sentence Item #15 has the prosodic
scope of the spread Weak Hand feature extending from the
verb RIDE to two subsequent words HORSE and SEE (see how

the weak hand is maintained in the second and third photo in
Figure 6).

Fluent signers do not extend such prosodic assimilation across
phrasal boundaries into the sequence FENCE JUMP which
involves poly-morphemic classifier constructions. In contrast,
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less-fluent signers do often assimilate in violation of the bound-
aries of words. This phonological assimilation can contribute
to cascading errors, where less fluent signers may carry over
the Weak Hand feature from RIDE to the last verb JUMP (see
Figure 7). This correlates with their failure to merge the nominal
class marker of FENCE into the last verb, since the Weak Hand
is already occupied by the spreading Weak Hand feature from the
earlier sign, as seen in the error below.

GENERALIZATION 6: REVEALING GRAMMATICALLY CONSTRAINED
COMMISSIONS
If comprehensible articulation is achieved, there is still a gradient
of accuracy in word reproduction. Each error is either phonolog-
ically or syntactically constrained by available options. In other
words, the signer selects specific linguistic properties for matching
the target form. The choice of alternate features is likely to be for-
mally constrained by the phonology when the subject making this
sort of error is a native signer with adequate fluency. If sufficiently
varying features make it clear that a different lexical representa-
tion is involved, then the error is identified as a lexical commission
(i.e., word replacement for RIDE-horse with a generic variant of
RIDE). Furthermore, in accordance with the syntactic operation
triggering this feature spreading, the woman must be considered
as the subject of the verb JUMP (and hence as the subject of the
generic RIDE variant). The agrammatical response (“jump out of
conveyance and leap into the air”) can be viewed as a phonologi-
cal error, which is a consequence of the interpretation of the first
verb in the target sentence.

From these sorts of errors, we see that success in reproducing
Item #15 requires clausal scope for cognitive planning to pre-
serve noun and verb relations. Moreover, Sentence #15 has an
additional challenge, as the same hand configuration appears in
several verbs throughout the sentence, with each use referring to
a different noun argument. Such similarity in hand configura-
tion can mislead some signers about noun relations. Evidence for
this occurs in the errors of subjects who constructed responses
in which the horse was the subject of the entire clause. Other
subjects misunderstood the sentence in a different way, using the

first subject WOMAN as the agent for jumping over the fence.
Such syntactic errors are clearly grammatically constrained.

In the reproduction of sentence #17 on the ASL-SRT, there
was a wide diversity in sequences of locomotion and path pred-
icates. Figure 8 illustrates three sample responses to Item 17.
The first example has the pointer morpheme merged with the
path morpheme displaced from a subsequent word, leading to a
morphological commission error in the outcome.

Wherever the original meaning was maintained while the tar-
get form was replaced, a particular response could be treated
as acceptable for ASL (though not correct in the context of the
ASL-SRT), as in the second example. As with other constrained
error examples, the deep structure is the same while the surface
structure reflects a different output as a result of an alternate
combination of multiple target morphemes. Here a separate nom-
inal lexeme TREE was embedded into the complex predicate
TREES-GO-BY, resulting in a double bracketing of the predicate.

The third response example illustrates how visual cues may
affect the subject’s encoding of complex sentence stimuli. The
lexical replacement WIND, and the subsequent need to insert
a different sign following it, is a “chain reaction” effect and an
unacceptable error. If we compare the three error examples, the
first and second are acceptable (though not accurate), but the
third is different, since the subject apparently reconstructs a struc-
ture from a partial short-term memory of the original stimulus.
Here a series of deviating nominal and verbal morphemes were
put together, resulting in a meaningful and grammatical phrase.
However, this outcome was not a rephrase of the target sentence.
In establishing categories of “good” vs. “bad” errors, we sug-
gest that, for each word in a sentence item, there was a range of
possible grammatical and agrammatical deviations from accurate
reproduction.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
In our analyses thus far, we have discovered that overall accu-
racy on the ASL-SRT can be predicted by the hearing status and
age of the signer. However, the best predictor of error types is
the overall fluency of the signer. That is, fluent deaf and hearing

FIGURE 7 | Another example of error made for sentence item 15.
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FIGURE 8 | Sample errors in responses to Item 17.

signers differed from less fluent signers in the proportion of dif-
fering error types. Figure 5, left, represents the pattern of error
types and their frequencies made by signers achieving scores in
the top third of all signers on successful reproductions. At times,
these data show some likelihood of either omitting a word or
producing a grammatical alternate form. But overall these sub-
jects maintain a high level of accuracy in sentence reproduction.
The main distinction between those representing the middle third
(moderately-fluent signers) and the least-fluent third is the choice
of strategy for processing and performing our increasingly com-
plex reproduction task. While these two groups generate similar
numbers of errors, the moderately-fluent signers seem simply to
amplify the error trends of more fluent signers. That is, they are
more likely to omit a word or create a grammatical error involving
either a morphological or syntactic alternation.

This supports the Potter and Lombardi (1990) claim that ver-
batim recall is due to recently activated lexical items coalescing
into a coherent and rich conceptual trace for the sentence. In
weaker subjects, there may not be a mental representation of par-
ticular lexical items, preventing verbatim recall of the normal
type. Less fluent signers are instead more likely to misarticulate or
replace words. The basic profile of lexical errors in ASL-SRT per-
formance across fluency levels and sentence complexity reflects
both lexical error commission and unintelligible misarticulations,
with the latter increasing as fluency declines. Among weak signers
the distributional pattern of lexical omissions, commissions and
displacements is least predictable. These subjects are more likely
to produce unintelligible forms, as if they are attempting to match
the target form through visual-motoric imitation with no idea of
what the word means. The criterion we used to distinguish an
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incorrect lexical item from an unintelligible form is the recogniz-
ability to the rater of the lexical root on which the misarticulation
is applied. Careful investigation of the bar graphs in Figures 4, 5
reveals an increase in unintelligible forms (labeled as “other type
of error”) as fluency decreases and an increase in alternate sign
forms (often categorized as morphological or syntactic error) as
fluency increases among native signers.

In this analysis, for highly fluent signers there is no random
noise in the data, but instead a strongly constrained perfor-
mance. What this may indicate is that once a subject achieves
complete fluency, rapid processing and deep-structure grammat-
ical/semantic coding is available as a top-down scaffolding route
for working memory. Such cognitive bootstrapping from deep
structure processing serves them well in the end, producing their
top-end-skewed performance curve for the 20 sentence items in
the ASL-SRT (See Figure 2). It seems that younger signers may
not have yet achieved the far end of this curve, as seen by their
drop in performance for the last few (most complex) test items.

In the ASL-SRT task, we hypothesize that the working memory
performance is based on content-addressable memory structures,
and not on ordered phonological representations like those used
in the recall of random lists (Potter, 1990; Potter and Lombardi,
1990). Thus, the type of order information necessary during
sentence reproduction processing is considered to be different
from the slow, temporal order processing that mediates list recall
(McElree et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2006). This process is akin
to the implicit processing incorporated in the Ease of Language
Understanding (ELU) model of working memory by Ronnberg
et al. (2008) and the conceptual regeneration process outlined in
Potter and Lombardi (1990). The importance of conceptual rep-
resentations for STM of scenes and sentences has been established
in these works and in Haarmann et al. (2003).

In this sense, highly fluent signers’ inaccurate responses can
be partially attributed to paraphrase guided by deep struc-
ture processing, leading them to produce a cascade of lexical
and morphosyntactic changes when, for example, the choice of
an equivalent lexical item leads to an additional difference in
the order of signs. This structured type of grammatical vari-
ation requires an architecture for coordinating multiple layers
of linguistic processing for sentence decoding and recomposi-
tion. This likely involves the interaction of clause, phrase, and
word levels, with the integration of features from different tiers
of information orchestrated by an overarching representation
of the meaning and structure of the sentence. In other words,
the conventional model of serial processing for non-sentence
material is here replaced by a hierarchical model with paral-
lel processing capabilities, a top-down scaffolding mechanism
that assists sentence reproduction. For subjects at different lev-
els of fluency, there appear to be some important psycholinguistic
differences:

1. For subjects with a low level of fluency, the encoding bias is
toward a visuo-spatial strategy in which the surface physiolog-
ical features of the hand configuration, handshape and hand
movement trajectory are copied from the target. This often
results in an unintelligible response, with no recognizable signs
or grammatical features.

At other times, the response may be more grammatical, but
it will often involve multiple errors, each of a different type,
independent of the others. Some signs may be omitted while
others are misarticulated.

2. For moderately-fluent subjects, the bias is toward a linear
strategy where individual signs and their syntagmatic posi-
tions are recognized and stored. The responses feature more
accurate reproduction of the signs and their temporal sequenc-
ing in the sentence. Internal morphology is often deleted, and
specific individual signs may be semantically replaced and/or
phonologically misarticulated.

3. For highly-fluent subjects, the bias is toward a rapid processing
of the semantic content of the sentence and a re-construction
of the surface sentence composition guided by the deep struc-
ture grammar of ASL. Interestingly, this may put fluent native
signers at a disadvantage in exact reproduction tasks. This
often results in non-exact reproduction, as alternate gram-
matical forms for the stored meaning can be chosen and a
shift in one grammatical element can cause cascading changes
(scored as errors in an exact reproduction task) elsewhere
in the sentence. This tendency increases with item difficulty.
As a consequence, morpho-syntactic combinatory constraints
often cause commission errors in the response. In this sense,
while the test can function as a screening instrument for over-
all proficiency levels, its full value as a diagnostic instrument is
realized with additional error analysis of responses.

In differentiating unintelligible articulation and constraint-based
deviations at particular points of high task pressure, or “bottle-
necks,” it is likely that the signing of an unintelligible response
reflects a certain limit in working memory capacity, where the
misarticulated form corresponds to the collapse of linguistic
encoding. In contrast, more fluent signers may simply display
errors of lexical commission, reproducing alternate morpho-
syntactic configurations because they have been able to process
sentences more deeply and rephrase the words to sustain the
sentence meaning. Table 6 lays out our hypotheses about these
on-line processing heuristics.

The performance generalizations articulated above portray
a psychological representation of this model. The escalating
demands of the reproduction task result in clusters of various

Table 6 | Modeling the correlation of error type to the layering of

grammar.

Type of Type of Domain of

processing error grammar

Top-down Syntactic re-phrase Deep-structure and
semantics

Morpho-syntactic alternation Syntactic inflection
Syntactic displacement or reversal Word order
Morphological omission or
alternation

Lexical inflection

Lexical omission or commission Lexical formation
Lexical misarticulation or Sub-lexical encoding

Bottom-up unintelligible form
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types of errors, which are useful for teasing out processing at the
interface between the layers of processing and specific grammat-
ical domains. In turn, this model accounts for how the cognitive
system executes heuristic operations across domains and levels
in both a serial and parallel fashion, thus making it possible to
explain clusters of multiple errors in the ASL-SRT task.

The generalizations outlined above are consistent with sev-
eral current models of general language processing. First, we see
clear evidence for the model put forth in Potter and Lombardi
(1990) of regeneration of conceptual content in accordance with
grammatical constraints and prompted by recent lexical activa-
tions for verbatim recall. In highly fluent signers, we see cascad-
ing interactions among the multiple operations for constructing
poly-componential predicates in ASL. In contrast, semi-fluent
signers exhibit isolated error patterns when multiple errors in
a single item are seen, indicating a lack of adequate conceptual
understanding to create grammatical regeneration. Such errors
also provide support for the Ronnberg et al. (2008) model of
effortful “explicit” processing of individual lexical items, with-
out the time to build the entire sentence through this process.
Second, the retention of morphological concepts across sentence
items in fluent signers indicates sentence comprehension and the
formation of a sentence composition plan for a response, with
working memory making use of the grammatical architecture to
link morphemic constituents.

The inclusion of subject groups who vary in fluency levels
has added rich data to the testing of such models of language
processing. The intuitive distinction between “good” and “bad”
errors reflects a sense of different types of cognitive organization
across fluency levels. The coordination of individual linguistic
operations to accomplish the reproduction task suffers as fluency
decreases and task difficulty increases. For this analysis, we have
posited three processing strategies in use by signers: top-down lin-
guistic analysis, linear processing at the individual sign level, and
visual-motoric “copying” of the stimulus. Each of these strate-
gies points to a particular interaction between signer fluency and
cognitive skills in accomplishing the reproduction task. We can
imagine a hypothetical efficiency trajectory for each scaffolding
strategy in sentence reproduction throughout the ASL-SRT task.
Each strategy will peak at a particular point in the increasing
complexity of potential bottleneck-inducing stimuli. In order to
achieve further proficiency, a signer would need to switch from
“episodic” to “linear” and finally to a “non-linear” type of scaf-
folding. Each of the strategies outlined above fits well within the
models mentioned. These three strategies are: first, a strategy of
visuo-motor episodic mimicry among semi-fluent signers; sec-
ond, an explicit lexico-syntactic processing strategy where serial
order is maintained; and third, a faithful top-down re-generation
of sentence composition.

In episodic mimicry, we see an attempt to process language
without a foundation for either explicit processing or con-
ceptual regeneration. In the lexico-syntactic processing heuris-
tic we see access to recent lexical activation without full or
timely conceptual processing skills. In the reproduction of
fluent signers, we see a range of possible “chain of error” out-
comes, which may deviate from the stimulus for complex sen-
tences. This indicates the availability of linguistic scaffolding and

parsing options during cognitive and linguistic encoding and
production.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The ASL-SRT test paradigm, with its increasing complexity and
bottleneck conditions inducing errors in reproduction, reveals
distinctive cognitive strategies across signers varying in fluency
while controlling for language background. The specific details of
a signer’s experience with ASL in the home can apparently create
the conditions for a particular heuristic strategy to be employed
as part of that individual’s available scaffolding and approach in
coping with a stimulus item. This points to a range of cognitive
strategies in working memory for the visual-gestural mode, which
then interact with formal constraints of grammar to support the
top-down processing capacity that fluent native signers possess.

While the data in the present study were all collected from
native signers, there are similarities between what we have found
as error types in our less fluent signers and error types that were
found by Mayberry and Fischer (1989) in their study of sen-
tence shadowing by native and late learners of ASL. A number
of investigators have shown that late learners of ASL typically
achieve lower levels of ASL fluency, even after full immersion
and many years of language use (Mayberry and Fischer, 1989;
Newport, 1990; Mayberry, 2010). As discussed earlier in this
paper, Mayberry and Fischer’s (1989) shadowing results showed
that native signers’ errors were predominantly semantic: they cor-
rectly represented the meaning of the target sentences, though
sometimes changing the structure as they shadowed. In con-
trast, late learners’ errors were predominantly phonological. This
pattern is strikingly similar to the tendency of highly fluent sign-
ers in the present study to retain the deep structure of target
sentences, whereas less fluent signers made a variety of more
superficial errors and changes. Unfortunately we cannot discern
without further analysis whether the representational and pro-
cessing strategies of late learners are precisely the same as those
of less fluent native signers, but these similarities in error types
suggest that this may be the case.

The fact that this cognitive approach encompasses both the
spoken and signed processing of language is noteworthy. Errors
in the sentence reproduction task follow similar constraints as
errors in natural language production. For example, lexical com-
missions usually respect word category, and misarticulations are
constrained to possible word formation. Furthermore, this kind
of data analysis has proven essential in our design of an effi-
cient tutorial for increasing ASL-SRT raters’ metalinguistic skills
in detecting and categorizing response behavior.

The ASL-SRT holds promise as a research tool for the investi-
gation of sign language processing across a variety of populations.
In addition, the test can be applied to the screening, detection,
and diagnosis of language behavior related to second language
learning, language transfer and L1 intrusion, and age of acqui-
sition issues, as well as for the detection and diagnosis of language
impairment among native signers. Our future plans include pre-
senting the ASL-SRT test to additional deaf native signers of
varying ages, L2 hearing signers, late-learning congenitally deaf
signers, and late-deafened signers as they progress through dif-
ferent levels of fluency in learning ASL. Such data will provide
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additional information on the heuristics used at different levels of
fluency and knowledge of signed languages.
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